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Abstract

This paper explores negation in a Plains
Cree corpus, using Constraint Grammar
to model various aspects of negation (ver-
bal, nominal, particle). Plains Cree, an
Algonquian language of North America,
displays rich morphological marking on
nouns and verbs, but also makes use of
a large class of indeclinable particles,
including negative markers. Combined
with non-configurational syntax and few
strict word order patterns, modelling syn-
tactic relationships involving particles is
far from straightforward. Using previous
grammatical description and corpus obser-
vations, we model the relationships be-
tween negative particles and other parts of
speech in Plains Cree and identify issues
for further modelling.

1 Introduction

Previous work on Plains Cree syntactic modelling
has aimed to identify basic syntactic relation-
ships between verbs and core arguments (Schmir-
ler et al., 2018), which can, for the most part, be
identified on the basis of previously marked lex-
ical features (i.e. noun class or verb class) and
morphological features output by a morphologi-
cal model (cf. Snoek et al., 2014; Harrigan et al.,
2017). For further development, considerations
beyond simple morphological features need to be
made. In the present work, we detail the ongo-
ing process of modelling Plains Cree negative par-
ticles, which are identified from a dictionary of
Plains Cree (Wolvengrey, 2001) for reference in
the CG parser.

2 Background

2.1 Plains Cree

Plains Cree is a member of the Algonquian lan-
guage family of North America, which ranges
across much of the continent, from the Black-
foot and Cree languages spoken as far west as Al-
berta, Canada and Montana, USA, to the eastern
coasts of the both countries. Plains Cree is the
westernmost member of the Cree language contin-
uum, which includes Cree dialects across Alberta,
Saskatchewan, northern Manitoba and northern
Ontario, as well as the closely related Montagnais-
Naskapi dialects, spoken further east in Quebec
and Labrador (Wolvengrey, 2011).

Algonquian languages are known for their rich
morphology and non-configurational syntax, such
that syntactic roles are determined by morpho-
logical agreement rather than word order. The
rich morphology allows for straightforward mod-
elling of core argument relationships while par-
ticles, the most frequent word class evidenced in
texts, bear essentially no inflectional morphology,
and include words with a variety of different func-
tions, which have not yet been given a detailed
classification for Plains Cree. Without such a clas-
sification, development of particle constraints in
the Plains Cree parser is an ongoing process, such
as that described for negative particles in section
3.

2.2 A Plains Cree corpus

The texts to which the Plains Cree CG parser is
applied are referred to herein as the Ahenakew-
Wolfart (A-W) corpus (Arppe et al., in press).
The A-W corpus consists of several texts (to-
talling ∼73,000 words of Plains Cree) collected
in the 1980s and 1990s, which have been tran-
scribed, edited, and in some cases translated,
then published in several volumes (Ahenakew,
2000; Bear et al., 1998; Kâ-Nı̂pitêhtêw, 1998; Ma-



suskapoe, 2010; Minde, 1997; Vandall and Dou-
quette, 1987; Whitecalf et al., 1993). Digital ver-
sions, which display less editing that the pub-
lished texts (e.g. more fragments, commas rep-
resenting pauses, etc.), have been supplied for
the digital corpus by H.C. Wolfart. This cor-
pus has been morphosyntactially analysed using
a finite-state parser (Snoek et al., 2014; Harrigan
et al., 2017), and subsequently tentatively disam-
biguated and parsed for core arguments (Schmir-
ler et al., 2018) using CG-3 (Bick and Didrik-
sen, 2015). The corpus is available upon request
at URL: http://altlab.ualberta.ca/korp. The cor-
pus contains a variety of genres, including histor-
ical narratives, personal narratives, funny stories,
speeches/lectures, and dialogues; future research
is planned to explore the ways in which genre af-
fects morphosyntactic patterns in Plains Cree.

3 Considering negation in the Plains
Cree CG parser

3.1 Negative particles

The initial implementation of negative particles
in the CG parser was straightforward. First, a
LIST of negative particles was created, and nega-
tive particle phrases were similarly identified; ex-
amples of particles are given in (1) and exam-
ples of phrases are given in (2).1 These were
assigned a morphological tag Neg for reference
in later constraints and in corpus searches. The
same morphemes appear repeatedly in these par-
ticles: namôy, môya, and môy are reduced forms
of namôya; kâwiya, êkâya, êkây, kâya, and êkâ of
êkâwiya; and mwâc of namwâc.2 Even namôya is
historically derived from nama plus a focus par-
ticle wiya. Similarly, though only a subset of
the negative particle phrases are given here, the
same phrases also occur with the reduced forms
of namôya seen in the LIST.

(1) Negative particles
LIST NEG = "namôya" "namôy"
"môya" "môy" "êkâwiya"
"kâwiya" "êkâya" "êkây" "kâya"
"êkâ" "nama" "namwâc" "mwâc" ;

1The LIST approach was implemented for the initial de-
velopment stage described herein; in future development,
tags for particle functions can be added in the morphologi-
cal model.

2All of these are glossed as ‘no, not’.

(2) Negative particle phrases
"namôya wı̂hkâc" Iph Neg ‘never’
"namôya ahpô" Iph Neg ‘not even’
"namôya cı̂" Iph Neg ‘it is not so?’

3.2 Constraint development
An initial constraint then assigned the function tag
@Neg> when any of these words or phrases ap-
peared immediately before a verb. While this does
produce adequate results, it does not fully capture
negation in Plains Cree. First, there can be some
intervening material between the negative particle
or particle phrase and the verb, some of these neg-
ative particles can modify nouns or other particles
as well as verbs, and some of these particles mod-
ify only particular elements. For example, vari-
ations of êkâwiya modify particular conjugation
patterns, and nama only occurs in particle phrases
in the A-W corpus.

A cursory exploration of the A-W corpus be-
gins to demonstrate the complexities of negation:
of the ∼1510 negative particles (excluding particle
phrases), ∼580 occur immediately before verbs,
which are identified by the original simple con-
straint. Of the remaining particles, ∼25 occur im-
mediately before nouns, ∼100 before pronouns,
∼550 before particles, ∼160 before punctuation,
and the remainder before as-yet-unlabelled ele-
ments. While an exploration of how negatives
interact with each of these types is beyond the
scope of this paper, those before nouns can be ex-
plored readily. Several occur before a noun (or
noun phrase) which is followed by punctuation,
and so the negative particle does appear to mod-
ify the noun. In other cases, however, the noun
is followed by a verb, without intervening punc-
tuation, suggesting that the verb is negated. One
sentence displays a series of negated elements, in-
cluding nouns and a verb; a portion of this is given
in (3).

(3) ...namôya nipiy,
not water
namôya sâkahikana k-âtâmitân,
not lakes I buy from you
namôya kinosêw; ...
not fish
‘...I do not buy the water, nor the lakes, from
you, nor the fish...’ (Kâ-Nı̂pitêhtêw, 1998, p.
110-13)

In example (3), where namôya occurs before
nipiy ‘water’ or kinosêw ‘fish’, it is straightfor-



ward to analyse each negative as dependent on the
following noun. Before sâkahikana ‘lakes’, how-
ever, the verb is negated (cf. the English transla-
tion, where the verb is negated once and the re-
maining nouns are preceded by ‘nor’). With this
observation in mind, a constraint was written for
nouns that makes use of clause boundaries, and
the verbal constraint was modified to allow for in-
tervening nominals.

A similar constraint was also written for parti-
cles, and the verbal constraint modified once again
to allow for any intervening material, excluding
clause boundaries. The current three negation con-
straints are given in (4). While these three con-
straints allow for many of the negative particles to
receive a dependency tag, considerable further ex-
amination of the corpus is required to determine
their accuracy.

(4) Negation constraints for Plains Cree
MAP:NegV @Neg-V> TARGET Neg
IF (*1 V BARRIER CLB) ;
MAP:NegN @Neg-N> TARGET Neg
IF (1 N) ;
MAP:NegIpc @Neg-Ipc> TARGET
Neg IF (1 Ipc) ;

This empirical approach quickly reveals issues
of scope: often, a negative particle appears to
negate a verb later in a sentence, rather than the
immediately following noun or particle, regard-
less of punctuation. While these constraints can
begin give some idea of how negation works in
Plains Cree, and can be used to further develop
more accurate constraints, additional research into
the scope of negation is also required.

4 Negation in a Plains Cree corpus

4.1 Negative particles and other word classes
The parser labels ∼1495 negative particles with an
@Neg tag. Of these, ∼1260 are dependent on a
verb, ∼10 on a noun, and ∼140 on another par-
ticle. While the counts for nouns and particles
are relatively similar to those given above for the
parts of speech that occur immediately after par-
ticles, considerably more negatives are dependent
on verbs, as the relevant constraint allows for any
intervening material, including nouns and parti-
cles.

For these negative particles, one can also be-
gin to explore how different subtypes behave, even
without fully exploring the features of the verbs

and nouns they are dependent upon. Over 1100 of
the particles that receive an @Neg tag are namôya-
type while only ∼300 are êkâwiya-type. For the
namôya-type particles, ∼940 are dependent on
verbs, ∼10 on nouns, and ∼110 on particles. For
the êkâwiya-type, ∼290 are dependent on verbs,
∼5 on nouns, and ∼10 on particles.

4.2 Future considerations

Future research is planned to explore how neg-
ative particles interact with different inflectional
patterns on verbs, as well as more detailed looks
at nouns and particles. This also requires a deeper
investigation of particle phrases and their func-
tions; of particular interest are negative particle
phrases with kı̂kway ‘thing’, as these often func-
tion as nominals. Many phrases also seem to
negate clauses, and thus verbs, rather than nouns
or particles—an impressionistic observation that
requires further consideration.

5 Conclusions

Despite their morphological simplicity, negative
particles in Plains Cree have presented an interest-
ing exercise in modelling their relationships with
nouns, verbs, and other particles. The combina-
tory freedom of particles and flexible word order
of Plains Cree present an ongoing challenge for
the development of a parser, and the identification
of broad functions within the particle class, such
as negation, has been but one step towards more
detailed and accurate syntactic function tags for
Plains Cree.
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